How To...
Use the SolutionBuilder Integration
Introduction
The Key offers a two-way integration with SolutionBuilder for insurance quotations. An account, and
associated user credentials, are required to use the service.

Setting up the Integration
Under Setup>Integration>Multi Benefit Integrations, enable the integration by ticking the box under
‘MultiBenefit’.
Then define which insurance needs are to be passed through to SolutionBuilder for quotation –
choose each option by adding a tick to the appropriate box. The example below has all insurance
needs ticked to be included in the quotation process.
The ‘Button Label’ indicates what the button that launches the integration will be called on screen.

Figure 1: Multi Benefit Setup Screen

New Product Details Screen
There is also an option to enable a Products Details Screen that makes it easier to view the multi
products, enabled by checking the ‘Show Multi-Plan Client > Product List’ option shown above. The
screen shows cases where a multi plan product has been stored, and the details of the individual
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plans contained therein. The screen is not mandatory, and is removed using the tick box shown
above. Please note: It is not currently possible to change the columns of information shown.

Creating and Storing SolutionBuilder Login Details
To use the integration, you need an account with iPipeline and to register for SolutionBuilder. Below
are instructions for new and existing iPipeline customers.

New to iPipeline/Assureweb

Figure 2: SolutionBuilder Registration

Register online for your iPipeline account. When you then register for SolutionBuilder, you will
automatically receive a free 30-day trial. You will need to add your Direct Debit details but you can
cancel your subscription at any time during your first month. After the first month, the cost will be
12.50 per month (as of July 2017).
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Figure 3: SolutionBuilder Registration Form

Existing iPipeline/Assureweb users not registered for SolutionBuilder:
Log in to your Assureweb account and click 'Register' within the SolutionBuilder box on the My
iPipeline Services page. You will automatically receive a free 30-day trial, to do so you will need to
add your Direct Debit details but you can cancel your subscription at any time during your first
month, after the first month you will be charged £12.50 per month (as of July 2017).

Figure 4: SolutionBuilder Existing User Login Screen
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Figure 5: 'My iPipeline Services' Screen

Storing User Details in the Key
Once you have your SolutionBuilder user name and password, these can be stored in your Key user
profile, so you do not need to log in each time you launch the integration.

Figure 6: User Login Details

You access the user profile through Setup>Users, and within the ‘User Details’ window select the
‘Logins’ tab. Click ‘New’ to open the ‘Login Detail’ window.
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Select ‘SolutionBuilder’ from the ‘Account Name’ dropdown, and enter your User Name and
password. Click ‘OK’ to save the changes. When you now launch the SolutionBuilder integration, the
login details recorded will automatically apply.

Using the SolutionBuilder Integration
The client fact find should be completed as per normal, with all insurance questions answered for
the appropriate products.

Launching the Integration
The SolutionBuilder integration will take fact find data from multiple tabs and the launch button is
found on the Insurance>Cover Required tab.

Figure 7: iPipeline Integration Launch Point

The first screen will ask for confirmation of the client needs to be quoted on. This is based on the
fact find data that has been collected, and allows you to remove any of the needs.
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Figure 8: Confirming Sourcing Requirements

Click on ‘New Quote’ to open SolutionBuilder in the default internet browser.
Please note: If Google Chrome is installed, SolutionBuilder will automatically launch it. When using
Internet Explorer (IE), you must tick the ‘Allow Blocked Content’ button to allow the pages to load.

The SolutionBuilder Interface
SolutionBuilder loads with an indicative quote for the needs identified previously.

Figure 9: SolutionBuilder Indicative Quote Screen

Generating and Saving Full Quotes
Click ‘Quote Now’ to load the full quote details. The screen will show the full details of the needs
quoted on, and then list both single and multi-policy solutions.
This screen provides links to more details if required.
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Figure 10: SolutionBuilder Quote Results

The flagging process allows multiple quotes and alternative providers to be selected.
Shows the parameters used for the quote, e.g. client options selected
and assumptions made
The numbers above each product area indicate which need or needs are
met by the product.
Clicking on the alternatives will display a window listing other providers
that returned a quote. An alternative can be selected from the list if
required.
Clicking on not quoted will display a list of the providers who have not
returned a quote, and the reason.
Clicking on the warning triangle will list any warnings, such as
commission enhancements applied or alterations to any deferred period.
Clicking this icon will open a context sensitive menu offering additional
information (or an alternative way of accessing the information available
through the other icons).
This also offers the ability to view the Quote Details, or obtain a Detailed
Quote.

Once the quotes have been reviewed, the user can identify the appropriate
solution(s) by clicking on the ‘Flag’ icon
Each time a solution is ‘flagged’, it will be saved and this is indicated by the folder
icon on the right of the screen

Click on the folder icon to open the list of flagged products. To return these quotes to the Key, click
on the ‘Save for later’ option. Once saved, this button will be disabled.
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If the ‘flag’ is greyed-out, click on the context sensitive menus to view alternative products. It may
that there are multiple providers/products with exactly the same premium, and SolutionBuilder
requires one to be specifically chosen in order to proceed.

Figure 11: Saving Flagged Quotes in SolutionBuilder

When SolutionBuilder is closed, you need to click ‘OK’ in the dialogue box for the Key to start the
import process.

Figure 12: Integration Completion Confirmation

When the import is completed, you will see the following box. The Key is bringing back quotes from
the providers so this stage may take up to a minute to complete.
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Figure 13: Data Confirmation

Clicking OK will return you to the Fact Find screen. This allows any other single quotes to be done
without the need to re-open the fact find. The quotes are returned to the Client>Products screen.
Refreshing Quote Data
If there is an issue returning quotes from SolutionBuilder, the data can be ‘refreshed’ from the Fact
Find>Insurance>Cover Required tab by clicking on the ‘Refresh Multi Benefit Sourcing’ button.

Figure 14: Refresh Quote Data

Managing Quotes in the Key

Figure 15: New Product Details Display

Single quotes are returned as normal to the Key, as shown in the Product Details above. Two single
policies are the bottom in the grid, recorded as single products (using the same layout as the
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previously quoted mortgage). The single policy quote is shown at the top of the grid, and expanded
below to show the constituent policies:

Figure 16: Expanded Multi Policy Display

This shows that the ‘parent’ policy is a multi-plan product, and staggered underneath it are the
constituent elements. The + or - icon next to the ‘parent’ policy will hide the constituent elements.

Figure 17: Collapsed Multi Policy Display

Documents produced as part of the quotation process are stored with the appropriate product
details for single policies, and with the ‘parent’ policy for multi-plan products. This also applies to
product premiums, which are recorded according to the type of product:



Products from a single provider, the premium will map to the multi plan product only
Products from multiple providers, the premium will map to the individual products

Accessing Previous Quotes
As noted above, quotes from SolutionBuilder applications will be returned to the Client>Products
window. These quotes can be accessed within SolutionBuilder from this screen by clicking on the
‘Access Previous Quotes’ button at the bottom of the screen.
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Figure 18: Access Previous Quotes Button

END
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